
RM iRespond®

Student Response Systems, also known as clickers, collect student answers and scores each response in real time, 
enabling teachers to conduct ongoing, actionable formative assessment. Since responses are immediately tabulated, 
charted and displayed, teachers can use the data to deliver student-driven lessons, form the basis for further discussion, 
and evaluate mastery of student content. Teachers can more easily identify concepts that are difficult to grasp and provide 
a way to validate student learning.

Another benefit of Student Response Systems is that every student is engaged in the learning process and is an active 
participant, even students who do not regularly participate in classroom discussions. Teachers can even create teams for 
challenge assessments that foster healthy competition in the classroom.

Engage every student while 
collecting actionable assessments

RM iRespond Lite

The RM iRespond Lite is a feature-rich student 
response system that provides two-way RF interactive 
communication. This unit features a two-line display that 
allows you to send scores, averages, messages and 
feedback to your students. The RM iRespond Lite supports 
paper-based, oral and projected tests, and includes a 

“first responder” option to foster classroom excitement 
and competition. Teachers can remotely send prepared 
questions or create questions on the fly using the remote. 
Question types supported include: multiple choice, true/
false, yes/no, multiple response, numeric fill-in-the-blank.

RM iRespond UltraLite

This response device was designed to meet the budget 
constraints many educators face. The UltraLite gives 
you the speed and reliability of RF technology and is the 
most cost-effective product on the market. This small, yet 
versatile and powerful unit enables standards-based 
assessment using a variety of question types: multiple 
choice, true/false, yes/no. Students log in using a unique 
PIN, which means attendance is taken as students log in.
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iRespond UltraLite - 24 Pack Kit $887

iRespond UltraLite - 32 Pack Kit $1,047

iRespond Lite - 24 Pack Kit $1,297

iRespond Lite - 32 Pack Kit $1,497


